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INTRODUCTION
Most people like to experience a feeling of accomplishment. When a person works solo,
or in a remote location from his or her co-workers, how can we arrange for that person
to both perform “accomplishment” behaviors, and then to receive the positive
reinforcement that we know will keep those behaviors coming?
The tools to achieve solo accomplishment and reinforcement are:
1. A self-tracking tool created by collaborating with the employee
2. A schedule for that person’s supervisor to review the data and give positive
reinforcement, creating the expectation that the solo worker can feel proud
when he’s alone, knowing that his supervisor will express pride in his
accomplishment later
Think of your own “to-do” list. How do you feel when you can strike something off
your list as completed? Or your exercise tracker: think how good you feel when you
look at your steps and see that you’re close to your daily goal, or exceeding it? You can
coach your solo performer to design a feedback tool that makes self-reinforcement easy
and leads to pride in self-tracking his or her accomplishments.
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SAMPLE SELF-TRACKING TOOLS: THE FOLLOWING WERE CREATED BY LONE
PERFORMERS AND ARE MAINTAINED BY HAND
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COACH LONE PERFORMERS TO CREATE AND TRACK THEIR OWN PERFORMANCE
1.

2.

3.

4.

To help an employee create a self-tracking tool, sit down with him or her and
ask, “What would you like to measure, that demonstrates your success on your
job?”
Be prepared to offer some ideas and show examples (above), for example:
a. on-time deliveries
b. Response to customers’ requests within ___ hours
c. % of today’s goal tasks completed
d. Safety observations
Work with the employee to design his or her checklist, graph, or matrix.
Ask the employee to do all the drawing. You give coaching, but KEEP YOUR
HANDS OFF. This is the most important part of this process. Why?
Set up a time within one week to refine the self-management tool. Ask the
employee to think about what is being measured and decide if it’s the right
measurement (something that is under his control and is a key indicator of
success).

GET THE SELF-REINFORCEMENT STARTED BY GIVING REINFORCEMENT
Giving reinforcement will give the lone performer the expectation of reinforcement from
you and others (The Fitbit Phenomenon)
1. Reinforce the lone performer for completing the design of the self-tracking
tool.
2. Check with the person 2-3 days after he or she begins to use the self-tracker.
Reinforce any report of collecting data and/or posting it.
3. Ask the person to email his graph or chart to you on a specific date
approximately (one week from now).
4. Email, text, or call the lone performer to reinforce the posting of data.
5. Reinforce at least weekly for one month.
6. If the data is improving or maintaining at a satisfactory level, ask the person to
send you her data whenever she wishes. Reinforce her for keeping data, the
performance itself, and for sending you her data.
7. Thin the schedule of reinforcement as long as the performance maintains at a
satisfactory level.
8. Ask the lone performer to share her tracking tool with others.
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SUMMARY
This process includes:
1. A self-tracking tool
2. A positive reinforcement plan
This is a shaping plan which has the supervisor coach the lone employee to become
engaged in:
1. Pinpointing
2. Measurement
3. Self-feedback
4. Schedules of reinforcement
This process creates self-management with self-reinforcement for lone performers, just
the same as users of trackers such as Fitbit willingly engage in exercise behaviors and
receive reinforcement by looking at their data, and sometimes proudly sharing their data
with other people, for extra reinforcement.
(These graphs were originally published in Thumbs Up, the newsletter of Performance
Leadership Consulting.)
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